[The nature of the dependence of the rate of development on temperature determines the greatest efficiency of metabolism at optimal temperatures].
Metabolism intensity and development rate have different pattern of dependence on temperature. Oxygen intake and several other metabolic processes bear an exponential relationship to temperature. The pattern of this relationship is similar in different poikilothermal species. On the contrary, the relationship between the rate of development and temperature is species-specific and more complex. Hence, the curves obtained by plotting oxygen intake per developmental stage against temperature resemble parabola and the minimum values of oxygen intake correspond to optimal temperatures. Such a correspondence is almost solely determined by parameters of the relationship between the rate of development and temperature. Therefore, the efficiency of metabolism does not determine the range of optimal temperatures. It is suggested that adaptive alterations of this range during evolution proceed via changes of the parameters of relationship between the rate of development and temperature dependence. Relatively small number of mutations is required to produce such changes.